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PDT JOE BIDEN LEADER OF THE FREE WORLD ATTENDED NATO SUMMIT 2021
IN BRUSSELS
PRESS CONFERENCE REMARKS ON 14 JUNE

Paris, Washington DC, Brussels, , 15.06.2021, 23:54 Time

USPA NEWS - On the occasion of the 2021 NATO summit, the 46th American Democrat president, recently elected, Joe Biden
succeeded in imposing a substantive discussion on China, the "systemic challenge" for the Atlantic Alliance and passing on the
message already expressed, during the G7 summit in Cornwalls, "America is back". President Biden has thus validated the reality of
the Euro-Atlantic alliance, of NATO the historic and military bond of Europe and America which is back ... It remains to delimit the
contours of the strategic axis to relying on the possible role of NATO, for the Europeans, who only have to seize this opportunity of
American rapprochement, to form a front and a bloc in the face of the "threat" of the hegemony of China ... and tensions with Russia.
On the American side, it will be a question of strengthening this US-European cooperation, both commercially and from a geopolitical
point of view, after four years of absence during the previous mandate of the Republican of the occupant of the House. White. We
publish the Remarks of American President Joe Biden, which he addressed during his press conference following the 2021 summit, of
NATO in Brussels, on June 14.

TOP DIPLOMACY IS BACK WITH JOE BIDEN AND HIS ADMINISTRATION---------------------------------------------------
During his first trip to Europe, Joe Biden managed, in five days, to seal the transatlantic reunion and to impose China as the central
topic of discussion with his various partners. The current American president, Joe Biden, is an expert in top diplomacy, thanks to his
eloquent career as Vice President of President Barack Obama, in 2008 then reelected in 2012. He had been Democratic Senator of
Delaware in the office, from 1973 (As he was only as his 30's) to 2009. Joe Biden then becomes the youngest senator of the United
States. Member of the Democratic Party, he has had a brilliant career within the institution; from 1987 to 1995 he chaired the Judicial
and Criminal Committee of the Senate before taking the head of the Foreign Affairs Committee from
2002.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Indeed, the American President Biden, endowed with a solid seasoned experience in supreme diplomacy, thus carried out, in a
successful trip, in five days of summits in series, that of the G7 in Carbis Bay, in Great Britain, from 11 to June 13, followed by the
NATO meeting in Brussels on June 14, then by a European Union - United States meeting on June 15, exchanging with Ursula Von
Der Lyen, and Charles Michels respectively President of the European Commission and of the Council European. Joe Biden will
continue bilateral meetings with Boris Johnson the British PM, President Emmanuel Macron, and Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, thus sealing the transatlantic reunion. During the presidential marathon, Joe Biden will have been received at the Chateau de
Windsor as guest of honor by the legendary British Queen Elisabeth ...

JOE BIDEN ADVOCATE OF MUTLILATERALISM DEMONSTRATING AMERICAN LEADERSHIP OF THE FREE
WORLD--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
At NATO, he had the right to a private visit to the memorial at NATO Headquarters in Brussels. President Joe Biden unleashed a real
"Biden-mania" reported by the European media, during the European trip of Joe Biden, perceived as the "leader of the Free World".
The allies, transatlantic were very enthusiastic about the arrival of Joe Biden, and his approach "calming" and at the same time "firm"
in front of the autocrats and "benevolent" towards the victims of the COVID-19 epidemic. Joe Biden's complicity with his French
counterpart Emmanuel Macron also aroused a wave of optimism on the other side of the Channel, because the two heads of state
seem to be on the same wavelength, having degraded their defense of multilateralism. "leadership" of Joe Biden which he seems to
compare to "cooperation" to "deliver" After the US-EU Summit on June 15, Joe Biden will then end his European Tour, in beauty, with
an unexpected summit, with a historic meeting with his counterpart the Russian President, Vladimir Putin, on June 16, in Geneva. This
ultimate meeting is observed and awaited by the whole world, of which it is necessary to hope, an appeasement of the tensions
between the two countries, and to exchange to find common interests vis-a-vis the autocracies and to preserve the democracies ...
before ensuring the leadership the next Democracy Summit that Joe Biden wants to organize in 2022.

JOE BIDEN A FERVENT OF DIALOGUE STEP UP ALLIANCES THANKS TO HIS SUBTLE LEADERSHIP --------------
The president’s best tactic was to book his first trip abroad, to Europe, in person. This choice is already in itself, an American desire to



"revitalize" relations, with the historic allies and members of the strategic alliances of the United States, versus Europe and the rest of
the world, since China gradually becoming a great power, occupying a hegemony in Asia and threatening by its occupation of cyber
space. In the USA, it is thus a question of facing together the new strategic challenges, proving it by concrete gestures, in order to
agree with the Europeans that this alliance is both positive and solid for both parties, on common subjects. on climate, trade and
international taxation. The first of the gestures is the return of the USA in the Paris agreement announcing its inauguration by President
Joe Biden. In addition to his great experience and his talent as a high-level diplomat, Joe Biden is of a friendly temperament and
listens to his European colleagues, expressing himself in a very cool, and politically correct, soft-power manner, and fervent of
dialogue constructive, characteristic of his subtle and nuanced leadership.

REMARKS BY PRESIDENT BIDEN IN PRESS CONFERENCE AT NATO HEADQUARTERS, BRUSSELS-----------------THE
PRESIDENT: "Good evening. Before I turn to today’s meetings, I want to say a short word about our ongoing fight against COVID-19
at home. We’ve made enormous progress in the United States. Much of the country is returning to normal, and our economic growth is
leading the world, and the number of cases and deaths are dropping dramatically. But there’s still too many lives being lost. We’re still
averaging, in the last seven days, loss of 370 deaths per day — 370 deaths. That’s significantly lower than at the peak of this crisis,
but it’s still a real tragedy. We’re approaching a sad milestone: almost 600,000 lost lives because of COVID-19 in
America.------------------------------------------------------------------------------
My heart goes out to all those who have lost a loved one. I know that black hole that seems to consume you, that fills up your chest
when you lose someone that’s close to you that you adored. That’s why I continue to say to America: If you’ve not been vaccinated, get
vaccinated. Get vaccinated as soon as possible. We have plenty of vaccination, plenty of sites. We have more work to do to beat this
virus, and now is not the time to let our guard down. So, please — please get vaccinated as soon as possible. We’ve had enough pain.
Enough pain. Folks, I know it’s after 9:30, Brussels time — 9:30 p.m., and I’m still at NATO. You’re all excited about that. I know.
(Laughter.) But I’ve had a chance to meet with several leaders recently, and I’ve had calls with others. It’s been an incredibly
productive day here. I just finished a meeting with President Erdo?an of Turkey. We had a positive and productive meeting, much of it
one-on-one. We had detailed discussions on how to proceed on a number of — a number of issues. Our two countries have big
agendas. Our teams are going to continue our discussions, and I’m confident we’ll make real progress with Turkey and the United
States. But now I want to thank Secretary General Stoltenberg for leading a very successful NATO Summit today. I had the honor of
leading off the discussion today among the 30 nations, and I pointed out that we’re facing a once-in-a-century global health crisis. At
the same time, the democratic values that undergird our Alliance are under increasing pressure both internally and externally. Russia
and China are both seeking to drive a wedge in our transatlantic solidarity. We’re seeing an increase in malicious cyber activity.
But that our Alliance is the strong foundation on which we can — our collective security and our shared prosperity can continue to be
built. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------And I made a point to make clear
that the U.S. commitment to Article 5 of the NATO Treaty is rock solid and unshakable. It’s a sacred commitment. NATO — NATO
stands together. That’s how we’ve met every other threat in the past. It’s our greatest strength as we meet our challenges of the future
— and there are many. And everyone — everyone in that room today understood the shared appreciation, quite frankly, that America
is back. We talked about Russia’s aggressive acts that pose a threat to NATO and to our collective security. That’s why I met with the
Bucharest 9 — the eastern flank allies — in advance of this summit. And today I also met with the leaders of the three Baltic states:
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.
I shared with our Allies that I will convey to Pre- — what I’ll convey to President Putin: that I’m not looking for conflict with Russia, but
that we will respond if Russia continues its harmful activities and that we will not fail to defend the Transatlantic Alliance or stand up for
democratic values. As Allies, we also affirmed our continued support or the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine. We agreed
to keep consulting closely on nuclear deterrence, arms control, and strategic stability. And there was a strong consensus among the
leaders in that meeting on Afghanistan. Our troops are coming home, but we agreed that our diplomatic, economic, and humanitarian
commitment to the Afghan people and our support for
the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces will endure. And I welcomed our Allies and partners to recognize that
counterterrorism — that counterterrorism efforts must continue to ensure that Afghanistan never again becomes a ca- — a safe haven
for attacks on our countries, even as we take on terrorist networks in the Middle East and Africa. And I’m deeply gratified that, as an
Alliance, we adopted a far-reaching plan to make sure that NATO can meet the challenges that we face today and in the future, not
yesterday — the NATO 2030 agenda — and that we agreed to fully resource that agenda.
The last time NATO put together a strategic plan was back in 2010, when Russia was considered a partner and China wasn’t even
mentioned. We talked about the long-term systemic challenges that China’s activities pose to our collective security today. We agreed
to do more to enhance the resilience of our critical infrastructure around the world, including trusted telecommunications providers,
supply chains, and energy networks. We agreed to enhance our cooperation with our democratic partners in the Indo-Pacific to meet
challenges that exist there. We also endorsed a new cyber defense policy — NATO’s first in the past seven years — to improve the



collective ability to defend against counter threats from state and nonstate actors against our networks and our critical
infrastructure.----------------------------------------------------------------------
And we adopted a Climate Security Action Plan — which, several years ago, people thought we would never would do — for reducing
emissions from NATO installations and adapting to the security risk of climate change while keeping a sharp — very sharp on our
ability to deter and defend against threats.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
And finally, we agreed that among the most important shared missions is renewing and strengthening the resilience of our
democracies by pointing out we have to prove to the world and to our own people that democracy can still prevail against the
challenges of our time and deliver for the needs of our people. We have to root out corruption that siphons off our strength; guard
against those who would stoke hatred and division for political gain — this phony populism; invest in strengthening the institutions that
underpin and safeguard our cherished democratic values, as well as protecting the free press and independent judiciaries. All of those
run the agenda. That’s how I’ll prove that democracy and that our Alliance can still prevail against the challenges of our time and
deliver for the needs and the needs of our people. This is going to be looked at 25 years from now as whether or not we stepped up to
the challenge, because there’s a lot of — a lot of autocracies that are counting on them being able to move more rapidly and
successfully in an ever-complicated world than democracies can. We all concluded we’re going to prove them wrong." Us President
Joe Biden, stated, in his interruptive remarks, before the journalists awaiting for asking questions.

Q&A SESSION WITH JOURNALISTS------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN : And now I’m happy to take some questions.
QUESTION CECILIA VEGA OF ABC : " Thank you so much, sir. Good evening. You mentioned your sit-down with Vladimir Putin and
Russian aggression that came up in your conversations today. I’d like to ask you two questions, if I may, on that front. Is it your sense,
walking into this meeting, that Americans back home shouldn’t expect much in terms of an outcome? Could you provide some
specifics on what a successful meeting would look like to you? Are there going to be specific concessions you want Putin to make?
And then, I’ll just give you my follow-up right now. You’ve met Vladimir Putin before. What have you learned about him that informs
how you approach this sit-down with him? And what’s your mindset walking into a meeting with a former KGB agent who you’ve said
has no soul?---------------------------------------------
ANSWER OF PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: "I’ll tell you all that when it’s over. Look, I’ve been doing this a long time. The last thing
anyone would do is negotiate in front of the world press as to how he’s going to approach a critical meeting with another adversary
and/or someone who could be an adversary. It’s the last thing I’m going to do. But I will tell you this: I’m going to make clear to
President Putin that there are areas where we can cooperate, if he chooses. And if he chooses not to cooperate and acts in a way that
he has in the past, relative to cybersecurity and some other activities, then we will respond. We will respond in kind. There need not be
— we should decide where it’s in our mutual interest, in the interest of the world, to cooperate, and see if we can do that. And the areas
where we don’t agree, make it clear what the red lines are.
I have met with him. He’s bright. He’s tough. And I have found that he is a — as they say, when you used to play ball, “a worthy
adversary.” But the fact is that I will be happy to talk with you when it’s over, and not before, about what the discussion will
entail.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
QUESTION NANCY CORDES CBS : "Thank you, Mr. President. I also have two questions about Vladimir Putin. The first is: Have any
of the world leaders you’ve met with this week expressed concern that by meeting with President Putin this early in your presidency,
that it’ll look like you’re rewarding him?
ANSWER PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: " What’s your second question?
QUESTION NANCY CORDES CBS The section — the second question is: What it will mean for the U.S.-Russia relationship if
Aleksey Navalny were to die or be killed in prison.------------------------------------------------------------------------
ANSWER PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: Every world leader here, as a member of NATO, that spoke today — and most of them
mentioned it — thanked me for meeting with Putin now. Every single one that spoke. And I think there were probably about 10 or 12
that spoke to it, saying they were happy that I did that and that I was going to do that. And they thought it was thoroughly appropriate
that I do, and I had discussions with them about — in the open — about what they thought was important from their perspective and
what they thought was not important. And so the interesting thing is, I know — and I’m not being critical of the press — I really mean
this; I give you my word — but, generically, you all thought, “Was Biden meeting him too soon?” I haven’t found a world leader who
doesn’t think it’s not soon — it’s just soon enough. Everyone that I’ve spoken to, privately and publicly. It doesn’t mean there aren’t
some out there, but it’s not — it’s not likely that a head of state is going to stand up in front of 29 other heads of state and say, “Boy,
I’m glad you’re doing this,” in effect. So there is a consensus. And they thanked me for being willing to talk with them about the
meeting and what I was — what I intended to do.So, I haven’t found any reluctance. There may be someone, but not in the open today
or in the meetings I privately had as well.And Navalny’s death would be another indication that Russia has little or no intention of
abiding by basic fundamental human rights. It would be a tragedy. It would do nothing but hurt his relationships with the rest of the
world, in my view, and with me.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



QUESTION JEFF ZELENY, CNN : "Sir, good evening. Thank you. In a weekend interview, Vladimir Putin laughed at the suggestion
that you had called him a “killer.” Is that still your belief, sir, that he is a killer? And I’ll continue the trend, if you don’t mind, of asking a
second question. Do you believe — if he does agree to cooperate, then what kind of a challenge do you find yourself in? How would
you ever trust him? And if Ronald Reagan said “trust but verify,” what do you say to Vladimir Putin?
ANSWER PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: (Laughs.) To answer the first question — (laughs) — I’m laughing too. They actually — I —
QUESTION JEFF ZELENY, CNN : So he is a killer?
ANSWER PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: Well, look, I mean, he has made clear that — the answer is: I believe he has, in the past,
essentially acknowledged that he was — there were certain things that he would do or did do. But look, when I was asked that
question on air, I answered it honestly. But it’s not much of a — I don’t think it matters a whole lot, in terms of this next meeting we’re
about to have. The second question was related —-------------------------------------------------------------
QUESTION JEFF ZELENY, CNN (Inaudible.) How would you ever trust him? And what is your version of “trust but verify”?
ANSWER PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: I’d verify first and then trust. In other words: Everything would have to be shown to be actually
occurring. It’s not about, you know, trusting; it’s about agreeing. You know, when we — when you write treaties with your adversaries,
you don’t say, “I trust you.” You say, “This is what I expect, and if you violate the agreement you made then, we — the, quote, ‘The
treaty is off. The agreement is off.'” And I’m hoping that — that President Putin concludes that there is some interest, in terms of his
own interests, in changing the perception that the world has of him, in terms of whether or not he will engage in behavior that’s more
consistent with what is considered to be appropriate behavior for a head of state.

QUESTION ANNE GEARAN , WASHINGTON POST: Thank you, Mr. President. Here at this meeting and earlier at the G7, you’ve
said several times that America is back at Allies’ side, but a lot of those Allies are themselves pretty rattled by what happened on
January 6th — an attempted overturning of your election — and they may still be alarmed by the continued hold that Donald Trump
has over the Republican Party and the rise of nationalist figures like him around the world.
What do you say to those Allies, what have you been saying to them at these meetings about how the next President of the United
States can keep any promises you make?
ANSWER PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: What I’m saying is them — to them is: Watch me. I mean, I’m not saying anything, quite frankly.
I’m just going out — people, as I’ve said before, don’t doubt that I mean what I say, and they believe that I keep my commitments
when I say it. I’m not making any promises to anyone that I don’t believe are overwhelmingly likely to be kept. I think that we’re at a
moment where — I mean, let me put it this way: You may have had a different view, but I think an awful lot of people thought that my
showing up at the G7 would not produce any kind of enthusiasm about American leadership and about where America was. I would
suggest that it didn’t turn out that way. I would suggest that there is a — the leaders I’m dealing with in NATO and the G7 are leaders
who know our recent history; know, generically, the character of the American people; and know where the vast center of the public
stands — not Democrat, Republican — but who we are. We’re a decent, honorable nation. And I think that they have seen things
happen, as we have, that shocked them and surprised them that could have happened. But I think they, like I do, believe the American
people are not going to sustain that kind of behavior. And so, I — you know, I don’t want to get into the — the statistics because you
know that old phrase of Disraeli’s: “There’s three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and statistics.”
But I think it’s appropriate to say that the Republican Party is vastly diminished in numbers; the leadership of the Republican Party is
fractured; and the Trump wing of the party is the bulk of the party, but it makes up a significant minority of the American people. Now,
we’ll see. We’ll see. I believe that by us standing up and saying what we believe to be the case, not engaging in the — the
overwhelming hyperbole that gets engaged in by so many today, that we — I guess that old expression, “The proof of the pudding is in
the eating.” When we said — when I said I was going to deal with beating the virus and I was going to focus on that and I was going to
get millions of shots in people’s arms, it wasn’t me — I just knew the American people. I knew the kind of help I’d get from the Defense
Department, from police departments, from — from the hospitals, from — from retired docs, from — I just knew. And look how rapidly
we moved. Now, we have a group of people who were — everything from the political rejection of the notion of taking a vaccine, to
people who were simply afraid of a needle and everything in between. And we have a way to go. But I never doubted that we would be
able to generate the kind of support we got and get so many millions of people step up and get vaccinated. So, I — I think it is a shock
and surprise that what’s happened, in terms of the consequence of President Trump’s phony populism, has — has happened. And it is
disappointing that so many of my Republican colleagues in the Senate, who I know know better, have been reluctant to take on, for
example, an investigation because they’re worried about being primaried.
But, at the end of the day, we’ve been through periods like this in American history before where there has been this reluctance to take
a chance on your reelection because of the nature of your party’s politics at the moment. I think this is passing. I don’t mean easily
passing. That’s why it’s so important that I succeed in my agenda — the agenda, whether it’s dealing with the vaccine, the economy,
infrastructure. It’s important that we demonstrate we can make progress and continue to make progress. And I think we’re going to be
able to do that. So, as I said, the proof will be in where it is, you know, six months from now — where — where we are. But I think



you’re going to see that there’s — that, God willing, we’re going to be making progress, and there’s going to be a coalescing of a lot of
Republicans, particularly younger Republicans who are coming up in the party.

THE PRESIDENT: And last question,
QUESTION SEBASTAINA SMITH AFP: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. President. Ukraine wants a clear “yes” or “no” on getting into the
NATO Membership Action Plan. So, what’s your answer? And, if I may, a second part to the same question: Well, now that Russia has
invaded parts of Ukraine, does that effectively rule out Ukraine ever entering NATO, given that being in NATO would mean the U.S.
and NATO having to defend Ukrainians against Russia? Thank you.-----------------------
ANSWER PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: The second question is — the answer is no. The first question: It depends on whether they meet
the criteria. The fact is they still have to clean up corruption. The fact is they have to meet other criteria to get into the Action Plan. And
so, it’s — you know, school is out on that question. It remains to be seen. In the meantime, we will do all that we can to put Ukraine in
the position to be able to continue to resist Russian physical aggression. And it will not just depend on me whether or not we conclude
that — that Ukraine can become part of NATO; it will depend on the Alliance and how they vote. But I know, for one thing, there has to
be a co- — they have to convince, and it’s not easy. I made a speech, years ago, to the Rada saying that — that Ukraine had an
opportunity to do something that’s never occurred in the history of Ukraine: actually generate a democratically elected and not corrupt
— led by oligarchies in any of the regions — nation. And I pointed out to them when I made that speech that they will go down in
history as the founding fathers of Ukraine if, in fact, they do that. They have more to do. But that does not justify — the fact they have
more to do — Russia taking aggressive action, either in the Donbas or in — on the sea, or in any part of Ukraine. And we’re going to
put Ukraine in a position to be able to maintain their physical security. Thank you all so very much. Sorry you’re all here so late. Thank
you very much.”../
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